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RETAIL TRADING HOURS AMENDMENT (REFERENDUMS) BILL 2004 
Returned 

Bill returned from the Council with amendments. 

Consideration in Detail - Motion 

On motion by Mr J.C. Kobelke (Leader of the House), resolved - 

That the Council’s amendments be considered in detail forthwith. 

Council’s Amendments - Consideration in Detail 
The amendments made by the Council were as follows - 

No 1 

Clause 4, page 3, lines 5 to 8 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

  Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the 
Perth Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade until 9 pm 
Monday to Friday? 

No 2 

Clause 4, page 3, lines 14 to 17 - To delete the lines and insert instead - 

  Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the 
Perth Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade for 6 hours on 
Sunday? 

The SPEAKER:  This message from the Legislative Council contains two amendments, and I understand a 
further four amendments are proposed by the minister. 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I seek leave for amendments Nos 1 and 2 from the Legislative Council to be taken as one 
question. 
Leave granted. 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I will move that amendments Nos 1 and 2 made by the Council be agreed to subject to 
further amendments.   
The situation in which the Government found itself on the establishment of a referendum on shopping hours for 
metropolitan Perth was that it could not get agreement on the exact form of the questions.  The Greens (WA) put 
forward a range of different questions, all of which had various problems with them.  Nonetheless, a number of 
them would still have given people a fair say about what they wanted regarding either a weeknight extension of 
shopping hours to 9.00 pm or Sunday shopping.  Although the Government did not believe that the Greens’ 
questions were an improvement on the original questions, they were still workable questions.  The Liberal Party 
in the other place then suggested that we should have four questions; that is, on the question of whether there 
should be an extension of weeknight shopping, it wanted two questions on the same issue in a similar form.  The 
issue then would have been quite confusing for electors, in that they would have had to answer the same question 
twice in a slightly different form.  Therefore, the Government, not having the numbers, opted to back the 
Greens’ amendments, and that is what we have in amendments Nos 1 and 2. 
These amendments move us away from the proposed question about extended weeknight shopping that had 
previously been passed by this House, which was - 

Are you in favour of trading hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area being extended to allow general retail 
shops to trade until 9 pm Monday to Friday? 

Following the amendment in the Council, we now end up with the question - 

Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade until 9 pm Monday to Friday? 

The SPEAKER:  Before the minister continues, he needs to move the amendments. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I move - 

That amendments Nos 1 and 2 made by the Council be agreed to, subject to further amendments that I 
will move in a moment. 

I have moved that amendments Nos 1 and 2 be agreed to, subject to the agreed further amendments to fix a 
technical issue. 
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Amendments Nos 1 and 2 give a single question with regard to the extension of weeknight trading and a single 
question with regard to allowing six hours of trading on Sunday.  There is no potential for confusion, which the 
amendments put on the supplementary notice paper in the other place by the Liberal Party clearly would have led 
to.  That being the case, we have accepted the Greens’ amendment, which asks people whether they believe that 
the Western Australian community would benefit from extended trading hours, rather than what the community 
would favour.  However, I do not think people will be concerned with the niceties.  The intent is clear.  There are 
two questions.  One is whether people want extended weeknight shopping - that will be the heading - and the 
other is whether they want extended Sunday shopping.  The Gallop Government, if re-elected, will implement 
the choice of the people, should that be for no extension - that is, the status quo - one extension or the other, or 
both.   

The situation with the remainder of the amendments is that when the actual questions were changed, an 
amendment was not made to proposed section 43(4) in the Bill, which gives a clear instruction about the 
requirement to put a yes or no in answer to a particular question.  The fact is that I personally believe it could 
proceed.  However, we are seeking to ensure that there is no incongruity between the question being asked and 
what is in proposed subsection (4).  The only reason we need to fix that is that the Liberals have played such 
spoiling politics with this, they may seek to take legal action to frustrate the referendum, or take some other 
action similar to that.  Therefore, to avoid any more game playing, it is proposed that I will deal with the further 
four amendments - 

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  How can you say that with a straight face when you know that we came in here with 
amendments identical to yours?  You are saying now that we will try to obstruct the whole matter. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  In the other place.  I am not saying that the Liberal Party obstructed it in this place.  It did 
not.  In the other place it did. 

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  No, you are saying from here on in.  We are still the Liberal and National Parties - 

The SPEAKER:  Order!  The member will have the opportunity to speak on this. 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The Government will accept the changed questions.  I will move in a moment that we also 
rectify the matters with regard to proposed subsections (4) and (5), so that there is no incongruity between the 
actual question being asked and the instruction on how electors should vote. 
The SPEAKER:  It is my understanding that the minister needs to clearly state what those amendments are.  
Perhaps he could do that now. 
Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The amendments have been circulated to members.  I move - 

That the Council’s amendments be agreed to subject to the following further amendments -  
No 1 

Clause 4, page 3, lines 21 and 22 - To delete “is in favour of trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area being” and insert instead -  

believes that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading 
hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area were 

No 2 

Clause 4, page 3, lines 27 and 28 - To delete “is not in favour of trading hours in the 
Perth Metropolitan Area being” and insert instead -  

does not believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if 
trading hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area were 

No 3  

Clause 4, page 4, lines 3 and 4 - To delete “is in favour of trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area being” and insert instead - 

believes that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading 
hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area were 

No 4 

Clause 4, page 4, lines 9 and 10 - To delete “is not in favour of trading hours in the 
Perth Metropolitan Area being” and insert instead - 

does not believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if 
trading hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area were   
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Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  What an extraordinary course of events we have here.  As the minister has 
indicated, when this legislation was considered in the upper House the Greens put forward an amendment.  The 
coalition indicated that it too was prepared to see the legislation amended to make the question that the 
Government originally put forward fairer and more balanced.  The proposal from the coalition was to leave the 
Government’s original two questions in place and to add the two questions, which I will call the option 6 
amendments that the Greens proposed.  I believe that most members will then know what I am talking about.  
The coalition suggested leaving the Government’s two original questions in place and adding the other two 
questions because they are two very different questions.   

The minister has said today that that would be totally confusing.  He has said in effect that the same questions 
would have been asked twice.  He is saying that the new questions that were proposed to be added were 
essentially the same as the Government’s original questions.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  They are 
very different questions.  The questions we are dealing with today are very different in wording and meaning 
from the questions that the Government originally put forward.  The minister has received advice from a number 
of key academics.  One of the academics referred to the alternative question 6, which is in the questions we are 
dealing with now.  He compares the questions with the Government’s original questions.  He starts off by saying 
that alternative question 6 asks a different question.  He goes on to explain why it is such a different question 
from the original question that the Government put forward.   

The minister should not try to mislead the House about what happened in the upper House.  Let us cut to the core 
of the matter, which is that the Government has stuffed up absolutely and totally in its handling of this 
legislation.  When the legislation was introduced into the upper House, we saw an extraordinary set of events.  
There was a fair amount of discussion and debate over the respective amendments and provisions being put 
forward by the Greens and the coalition.  In the end the Government and the Greens voted together to amend the 
legislation in accordance with the message that we have received here today.  The interesting question is whether 
the Government gave any explanation of its position.  It did not give one jot of information for the reasoning 
behind its change of heart.   

The Premier indicated that the Government would not agree to amend the original questions.  He said in this 
Chamber, in answer to a question we posed, that he would consider making such an amendment.  However, later 
on he went public in the media and made it clear that he would not bend and would not agree to change the 
question at all.  The Premier was saying that the Government would hold firm and not agree to change the 
question at all.  Then in the upper House, without any reasonable explanation whatsoever, the Government 
simply turned around and said that it would agree to the amendment being put forward by the Greens.  Do 
members know what the Government did not do?  It did not put forward the amendment in a proper way.  The 
Government did not say it, because it did not say very much at all, but the Government agreed to amend the 
questions that would be asked of the people of Western Australia.  What the Government did not do was to 
amend an associated provision in the legislation that set out the way in which the questions would be answered.  
In a nutshell, the Government said that it would go to the people with one question and make provision for them 
to give a different answer.  I happen to agree with the minister.  I do not think that legally it would 
fundamentally cause the legislation to be flawed or necessarily drag the referendum down.  We in the coalition 
remain very keen to ensure that this legislation is carried out properly.  

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I have arrived late in this debate, but I am now looking at the message that has come 
from the Council, which is to delete lines 5 to 8 and 14 to 17 and insert a general question that will give the 
community the opportunity to look at the various areas that will be affected if trading hours are changed.  The 
community will be able to look at the effect the change will have on small businesses, cottage industries, farmers 
and elderly people who like to visit their local shopping centres.  Whereas the amendments that have come from 
the Council are in general terms, the Government’s proposed amendment is pushing one direction.  The 
Government’s amendment asks people to say that they do not believe rather than having a general question for 
people to answer.  If I have been given the right piece of paper, I believe the way in which the Government has 
worded its amendment - 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Will you take an interjection? 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I am quite happy to. 
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  If you look at the Bill and not the messages, you will see that subclause (3) contains the 
questions.  Subclause (4) contains the instructions for how people can answer yes or no to the questions in the 
referendum.  When the question was changed, it was changed from “are you in favour” to “do you believe”, but 
the instructions were not changed as to how people would put yes or no.  The Government’s amendment simply 
changes the instructions for the yes or the no to match identically the new questions.  That is all it does.   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I am looking at the amendments, which indicate that the Government proposes changing 
“in favour” to “believes that the Western Australian community would benefit”. 
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Mr J.C. Kobelke:  It is because the same wording was in the old question that will go on the ballot paper.   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  The part of this Bill that seemed to be loaded was modified in the upper House.  This 
question is still loaded in one direction.  I am quite happy at the prospect of referendums, but I believe that if the 
Government is putting a referendum to the community it should be a fair referendum.  It should not be a 
referendum that is trying to push in one direction people in the community who will not look at the questions so 
closely.  The way in which the questions are worded would push them in one direction.  Why was the 
Government’s proposed amendment not addressed in the upper House?   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Will you accept another interjection?   

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Yes.   
Mr J.C. Kobelke:  We can debate the question of loading, but if you accept the new questions that were put in 
place by the amendments in the Legislative Council, our further amendment accurately reflects that.  Our 
amendment contains no value judgment that conflicts with the amendment that was made in the Legislative 
Council.   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I believe that the question is loaded, but I will give the minister the benefit of the doubt 
if the minister is willing to let this Bill sit on the Table for a few hours so that I may have a closer look.  At the 
moment I am seeing a loaded question.  These amendments were put on the Table this morning and have just 
been circulated.  This is the Government trying to steer the ship, some people are saying because of deals that 
have been done with big business.  I am not saying that the Government is trying to push things in one direction 
because of deals it has done with Coles Myer Ltd or any other body.  I am asking the minister to leave this 
matter on the Table, move on to something else and come back to it, so that we can have ample time to look at it.  
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I will leave the minister to deal with whether he wishes to interrupt 
proceedings to give the member a briefing or whatever.  That is a matter between the minister and the member.  
As I was saying earlier, the Government had previously made it quite clear that it would not amend the 
questions.  I refer to an article in The West Australian of 15 November that reported - 

Premier Geoff Gallop has signalled that Labor will not back down on its retail trading referendum 
questions . . .   

Despite last week conceding the referendum questions could be changed in the Legislative Council, Dr 
Gallop yesterday rejected a set of alternative questions put forward by the Greens. 

Lo and behold, that included the questions that we are dealing with today.  The Premier said, “No way, Jose. We 
are not going to accept those amendments.”  The Premier is quoted in the same article as saying -  

Side issues, complicating the words with arguments, all of this sort of thing represents a problem for the 
legislation . . . 

The Premier said that the Government would not entertain the idea of making these amendments.  The 
Government then decided, with no realistic or substantial explanation whatsoever, to back these amendments in 
the upper House.  However, the Government made a stuff-up, because, as the minister explained - although he 
did not actually concede that it was a stuff-up - when the Government made the amendment to subclause (3) it 
did not take into account the need to amend the associated subclause (4).  The Government, in deciding to agree 
to the Greens’ amendments on their own, without leaving the original questions in place, as the coalition was 
suggesting it should do, thereby failed to amend the legislation properly.  We in the coalition had already thought 
through the amendments that we were putting forward.  Hon Norman Moore and our other colleagues in the 
upper House had already made provision on the notice paper in the upper House to amend subclause (4) to 
accommodate the proposed changes to subclause (3).  We in opposition were able to work out that if we amend 
subclause (3) we will also need to amend subclause (4).  However, the Government, despite the fact that it has 
many advisers and public servants and all of the resources of government at its disposal, could not add two and 
two together.   

We came into the Chamber today prepared to amend subclause (4).  Before this debate started, I presented the 
minister with some proposed amendments.  Not coincidentally, those amendments are exactly the same as the 
amendments that the Government is putting forward today.  The minister said that the Opposition would try to 
obstruct this legislation and might even take court action to try to block it, or whatever.  The minister knew about 
an hour ago that we wanted to do the exact opposite.  We wanted to fix the Government’s mistakes.  We wanted 
to deal with the fact that the Government had botched the legislation in the upper House because it had not 
thought through what it was doing.  I think that in good faith the minister should at least acknowledge that we 
are coming at this issue from the same direction today.  The coalition is prepared to tighten up the provisions in 
subclause (4) to ensure that the legislation is 100 per cent operational and the referendum process is not 
threatened in any way.  The questions that are proposed to be added have greater support - not total support, 
obviously - from the community as a whole, not just the small business sector, because the questions will enable 
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people to think about the broader issues involved in the deregulation of trading hours.  For that reason, we are 
prepared to accept the result of the deliberations that occurred in the upper House.   
All we want to do today is tidy up the legislation and make good the Government’s mistakes in the other House.  
This demonstrates, of course, that this legislation has been rushed.  It demonstrates also that the Government has 
a political motive for this Bill.  The Government has done a complete flip.  It defies belief that the Premier said 
categorically that the Government would not change the questions, yet, at the last minute, and without reasonable 
explanation, it has decided to back the proposed changes to the questions.  We want to achieve the same thing as 
the Government.  We want to tighten up the legislation so that fairer and more balanced questions will be put to 
the community in the referendum.   

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  I thank the deputy leader of the Opposition for his support of these amendments.  I want 
also to answer some of the spurious comments he made.  For a party that could not make a decision on this issue 
within its own ranks to say that we have done a backflip on this issue, when there is no evidence of that at all, 
just reflects the nonsense that we hear constantly from the Liberal Party.  When this issue was before the other 
place and we could not get agreement, I rang Hon Simon O’Brien, the opposition spokesperson on consumer 
protection and fair trading, and asked him whether the Opposition intended to move any amendments, and he 
said that he was not sure.  When I asked him whether the Opposition would be supporting the yes case or the no 
case, he said that he did not know - this is their spokesperson - and that Hon Norman Moore was handling this 
legislation.  I then rang Hon Norman Moore and said that I wanted to know whether the Opposition was 
proposing any amendments, because if it was I would like to talk to him about them.  He did not get back to me.  
We then saw on the notice paper that the Liberal Party was proposing that the ballot paper that would be given to 
voters for the referendum would read as follows -   

Extended week night shopping 
Are you in favour of trading hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area being extended to allow general retail 
shops to trade until 9 pm Monday to Friday? 

Do you believe the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade until 9 pm Monday to Friday?   

Extended Sunday shopping 
Are you in favour of trading hours in the Perth Metropolitan Area being extended to allow general retail 
shops to trade for 6 hours on Sunday? 

Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade for 6 hours on Sunday? 

Mr M.J. Birney:  What is wrong with that? 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member for Kalgoorlie asks what is wrong with that!  The Liberal Party opposed a 
referendum!  It opposed letting the people have their say.  It then said, “We do not know what we want, but it is 
okay to have a referendum.”  What we are seeing now is spoiling tactics.  Fancy asking people two questions 
with different wording that will have the same outcome!  The Liberal Party is simply trying to sabotage the 
referendum.  That is what the Liberal Party is all about.  Clearly that is not acceptable to the Government, 
because we want the people to have a genuine say.  We want the people’s voice to be heard.  The Liberals do not 
want that, because they do not have a position on this issue.  They are all over the place.  They are fighting 
amongst themselves.  They do not even know whether they will be supporting the yes case or the no case.  They 
want to sabotage the referendum and not allow the people’s voice to be heard in a clear and decisive way.  The 
Government will not accept that.  The alternative, which is not as good as our position but is a workable 
referendum question, was to accept the suggestion of the Greens (WA).  What we now want to do is ensure there 
is no basis for any legal challenge on any minor inconsistency between the form of wording in the question and 
the form of wording in subclause (4).   
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  And stuff it up. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The deputy leader of the Liberal Party says we will stuff it up.  This is a man who goes 
around looking for splinters in other people’s eyes when he has a bit of four-by-two in his own!  That is the way 
he operates.  The Liberal Party has been in total disarray on this issue, so he somehow thinks he can get a win by 
picking up on the fact that we are seeking to rectify an incongruity between the wording of the question and the 
wording in subclause (4).   
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  Can you explain the Premier’s change of heart on this? 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is in great danger when he relies on The West 
Australian for his quotes.  I have written to the editor of The West Australian about yesterday’s editorial, because 
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it compounded the mistake that was made in the editorial of the day before.  The editorial in The West 
Australian - that once august journal - the day before yesterday suggested that our industrial laws were deficient 
because we could not take instructions to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission and we could not 
overturn the federal Workplace Relations Act.  The West Australian did print a retraction yesterday, in which it 
begrudgingly admitted that what it had said had been a bit of nonsense.  It then went on to say that our state law 
is deficient because we cannot overturn the Constitution and commonwealth law!  That is absolutely absurd.  
Any school student who is doing basic civics and who has any understanding of Australian constitutional law 
would know that we cannot overturn the Constitution and commonwealth law, but not the editor of The West 
Australian.  As I have said, we should not rely on The West Australian for facts, because it gets it wrong so often 
we cannot ever know whether it has got it right or wrong.  For the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to suggest 
that a report in The West Australian is factually accurate with regard to what the Premier has said is an absolute 
nonsense.   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Amendment No 1 reads -  

Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit if trading hours in the Perth 
Metropolitan Area were extended to allow general retail shops to trade until 9 pm Monday to Friday? 

Today the minister has said that the amendments should be agreed to subject to further amendments, which I 
believe are written in a loaded manner and, therefore, I will not support.  The wording in clause 4 should remain 
as approved by the upper House -   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  But that is what my amendment does.   

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  It does not; it adds to that wording, and in doing so it loads the question.  We need to 
keep to the wording in the amendments passed by the upper House, rather than try to load the questions.  That is 
a more agreeable proposition to the House rather than what the minister proposes to do through his amendments.  
It looks like the minister has not got things through the upper House in the way he wanted to and is therefore 
having another bite of the cherry and trying to get things passed in a form that he would like them to be passed.  
In my electorate this has become an issue of great concern for small businesses that believe that the writing is on 
the wall for them because of this Government’s legislation.  People have asked me why this is happening.  I have 
told them that the minister says that he has to introduce this legislation because of the case that was run against 
Harvey Norman.  I have also had to tell them that the minister put on record that he could have introduced 
legislation back then to back up the Government’s position, so there was no need for this legislation to come into 
this place in the way it has.  The community is really surprised that this is coming from a Labor Government.   
Mr J.B. D’Orazio:  Are you against having referendums?   
Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  No, I am for referendums.  I asked for a referendum on the cannabis legislation and on 
several other issues.  However, a referendum needs to be worded in a fair manner; it should not use loaded 
questions.  These questions will be loaded.  The impact of extending trading hours will see the big retailers 
getting a bigger share of the market and the small retailers losing their business.  What will the people working 
in the cottage industries lose?  Big business does not buy from local cottage industries.  Big business puts on its 
shelves what it knows will sell.  It does not provide the same range that the smaller shops provide in supporting 
local cottage industries.  The elderly do not want to see their local shopping centres close down.  This will be 
great for Coles Myer Ltd but it will not be a good thing for local community shopping centres.  It is fine to have 
a referendum.  I support having a referendum, but it needs to worded fairly.  I will support the amendments that 
have come back from the upper House, but I will not support the way the minister has played about with those 
amendments to make the questions more loaded.   

Dr E. CONSTABLE:  I accept the amendments of the Government, but I feel as if I have missed something 
when I listen to the member for Alfred Cove.  I want to be absolutely clear about what the Government is doing.  
I understand that the Government is accepting the amendments that have come from the upper House, which 
start with the words -  

Do you believe that the Western Australian community would benefit . . .  

The amendments that the Government is now putting forward are consequential on that; they logically follow 
from the changes that have been made to the referendum questions by the upper House.  It seems that the 
Government is putting forward fairly simple and logical amendments so that the explanation in the referendum 
Bill flows on from the referendum questions.  If the minister can confirm that I have understood that correctly, I 
am happy to support the amendments.   

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  The member for Churchlands has quite correctly reflected what I said at the start of our 
discussion on this matter; that is, that amendments Nos 3, 4, 5 and 6 will simply ensure that the wording 
accurately reflects the wording in the new question.  The member for Alfred Cove has simply not got it right.  
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The member has illustrated in her contribution the perspicacity that would get her a job writing editorials for The 
West Australian.   

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I have some sympathy for the member for Alfred Cove in that she was not 
offered a briefing by the minister before today.  Again, I suggest that that is something we have seen happen in 
recent times, when Independent members have perhaps not been provided with the information that they should 
have been given.   

Dr J.M. Woollard:  Sorry, did you say you got this before? 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I may be wrong but I seem to remember the member indicating at one stage 
that she had not been provided with enough information by the Government on a particular matter.  I have some 
sympathy for the member in that she has not been brought along with this matter, but I give the member some 
comfort in that we will be supporting the amendments that have been brought down from the upper House.  It 
was also our analysis that clause 4 needed to be amended, as the member for Churchlands said, because it is 
consequential on clause 3.   

Where we have seen the most arrogance today is in the minister suggesting that the people of Western Australia 
cannot answer four questions in a referendum.  For some reason it is okay to have two questions, but we cannot 
have four.  It is an enormous put down of the people of Western Australia for the minister to suggest that they 
would not be able to comprehend and answer four questions, especially when the questions have a very different 
gist to them.  As the minister is well aware from the advice he received from eminent academics, the questions 
were very different.   

I shall not continue my comments.  It is time to move on from this matter, unless a new matter is raised.  We will 
be supporting these amendments.  We too have enormous sympathy with the small business community.  
Undoubtedly, there will be extensive debate and discussion in the broader public and through the media.  
However, the one thing that has not been explained here today is why the Government has agreed to the 
amendment put by the Greens (WA).  There has been no explanation whatsoever.  On 15 November, the Premier 
made it quite clear that the Government would not back down on its retail trading referendum questions.  There 
are two possible explanations here: either the Government has, purely for political expediency, done a backflip - 
which I believe to be the case; it has done a backflip and has gone against what the Premier had indicated 
publicly - or, quite frankly, the Australian Labor Party members in the upper House have defied their own 
Premier.  I do not believe that that is the case, because we all know the Labor Party is a very regimented, 
centralised, authoritarian group; its members are not allowed to think for themselves.  When caucus says, 
“ABC”, each member says, “ABC”, even if they believe in “DEF”!   

Ms S.E. Walker:  They could not do that anyway; they have no brains! 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I was not going to say that, but I will not necessarily disagree.  A polite way of 
putting it is that members opposite cannot think for themselves.  The point is that I do not think that Labor 
members have defied the Premier.  This was definitely a conscious government decision to carry out this 
backflip.  Members opposite left the Premier out on a limb after he had already made it quite clear on 15 
November that the Government would not amend its referendum questions, but then went ahead and did so 
anyway.  The only explanation the minister has given is that it is the fault of The West Australian.  It is not the 
Government’s fault that it stuffed up and did not amend clause 4 or that it did a backflip and decided to support 
questions that earlier it said categorically it would not support; it is the fault of The West Australian!  The 
minister has now said that we should not rely on The West Australian for the facts.  An article in The West 
Australian of 15 November reads in part - 

“We’ve put the words forward very carefully, and we’re very keen to put that referendum through 
Parliament. . .”, Dr Gallop said.    

“Side issues, complicating the words with arguments, all of this sort of thing represents a problem for 
the legislation,. . .  

He signalled that Labor would not back down on its retail trading referendum questions.   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  We didn’t.  

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Government did back down.  The very questions that the Government 
said it would not agree to are to be contained in the legislation with which we are dealing now because the Labor 
Party and the Greens in the upper House supported them.  All the minister can say is that the Premier did not do 
a backflip - obviously he did - and that the amended wording is the fault of The West Australian.   
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There are probably no other technical aspects to deal with in this message.  To ensure that the matter could 
progress, the Opposition would have moved some amendments with exactly the same wording had the 
Government not agreed to these amendments.  The Opposition supports the amendments. 

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendments agreed to subject to the Assembly’s further 
amendments. 

The Council acquainted accordingly.  
 


